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ABSTRACT 
 

The Large Binocular Telescope is currently equipped with a couple of wide field Prime Focus. The two 

cameras are optimized for, respectively, the blue and the red portion of the visible spectrum. The history of 

this project is here sketched up and the current status is shown. The Blue channel is currently working onboard 
the telescope and provided what has been named the first-light of the telescope in single eye configuration. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

The Wide Field Camera for the Large Binocular Telescope has been conceived in response to a Call for Ideas 

for a sort of second generation instruments onboard LBT and it dates back to about 1997. An option for a wide 
field camera in a trapped Cassegrain configuration was studied and, to date, not further being considered for 

further development. A Prime Focus option for LBT was not a completely new idea, although the size of the 

corrector would imply a detailed optomechanical study before assuming it would be feasible. In this 
framework a proposal from Padova and Roma about studying a possible solution for a set of two prime focus 

cameras, optimized in the blue and red parts of the spectrum was issued and a moderate study has been 

granted. 
It should be pointed out that such a design was (and is) considered to be very demanding from the optical point 

of view. The large focal ratio of the telescope and the fact that the primary mirrors are parabolic (it is well 

known that hyperbolic primaries, typical of Ritchey Chretienne configurations, allow for a simpler, or smaller, 
design of Prime Focus stations) makes the design of the Prime Focus a challenging one. Of some help has 

been the restriction to a smaller wavelength range for the two channels. Moreover a spectroscopic, fiber-fed, 

option has been initially discarded for a number of reasons, so the lateral color is not an issue in the design 
here. 

From the political viewpoint it should also be noted that the LBT project was firmly in the hands of the Arcetri 

Observatory in Florence at that time and that a wide field, seeing limited instrument proposed by two Institutes 
very close, respectively, to the North Pole and to the Equator, from an Arcetri perspective, could sounds 

heretic to many. 

The interested reader can retrieve more details on the LBC on the cited papers. 

Ground-based and Airborne Telescopes, edited by Larry M. Stepp, Proc. of SPIE
Vol. 6267, 626710, (2006) · 0277-786X/06/$15 · doi: 10.1117/12.673919
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2.THE DESIGN PHASE 

 z  

Figure 1. Left: The first Prime Focus, the blue channel one, is mounted on the telescope and already delivered 

astronomical quality images. Right: The second Prime Focus, the red channel, has been checked for alignment in 

the premises of the LBT Observatory and it is ready to be mounted and aligned on the second swing arm where 

the main mirror has been, at the moment of writing, already properly coated. 

An initial design with an about 900mm frontal lens and with a couple of strongly aspheric surfaces convinced 

the LBT board that the feasibility of the instrument was at range. That optical design was still not exceptional 
in optical quality, although compatible with average seeing limited conditions. A preliminary nickname, 

"BluRed" that would remind such not compelling capabilities has been rejected along with a vigorous study to 

explore the space parameters in order to achieve better performances with a less demanding design. This leads, 
through several tens of different optical solutions, carefully examined individually, to the final design, with an 

810mm large frontal lens, a second lens significantly smaller than any previous design, and with a single, 

concave aspheric, on a lens whose other surface is flat, in order to minimize the difficulties of realization of 
such a components. 

From the mechanical viewpoint there was no doubt into having the group of filters wheels derotated together 

with the CCD groups. This leads to a better handling of shadowing due to dust on the filters themselves. The 
only other relevant point was the way to keep in position the main big lens. Radial pads have been arranged 

with coupling of two materials in order to compensate for thermal expansions. In the axial direction a six 
points system has been developed. Three points are fixed ones, defining the position of the lens, while three 

astatic levers, whose counterweight lies in the shadow of the barrel holding the optical components, allow for 

proper counterbalancing of the lens mass. 
Detailed finite element analysis has been performed, together with several addition test to ensure that during 

the handling of the big lens we would never goes close to stress leading to some damage of this optical 

component. 
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Happy New Year from the LBC optomochanicas team
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Figure 2. Left: the blue channel mechanics in the premises of the manufacturer after being tested for flexures 

under different simulated evevation positions. The dummy for the main lens is also in its cell. The outer shape, the 

barycenter position and the overall weight match the glass one with enough accuracy to test a number of 

mechanical features of the cell and of the barrel further to allow for testing the handling of such a delicate optical 

component. Right: the same as before but for the red channel, some years later... 

 

  

Figure 3. Postcards sent to interested parties once the blue and the red channels has been finally aligned in the 

clean room. 
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3.CUTTING THE GLASS AND THE METAL 

So, finally we have got approval and funding of the project. We immediately chosen to have the blue channel 

as the very first Prime Focus to build (moreover, for a number of reasons, we decided to proceed in a serial 
manner, i.e. to almost finish the Prime Focus before grabbing our hands on the second one, although for the 

procurement of some long leading items, like the glass blanks, there has been a slight temporal superposition 

between the two channels). The blue channel, in fact, is the more demanding both in term of glass than in term 
of optical tolerances. Tolerances on optical inhomogenities of the blank in Fused Silica have been such that 

three melting have been needed in order to achieve our requirements. This reinforced in us the convinction to 

take all the possible measures to ensure the big optical elements would not undergo any major disaster. Further 
to the economical trouble the project would be faced in such a case (although we always insured properly for 

the shipment from the manufacturing premises to our laboratory and from the lab to the telescope), in fact, this 
would have produced such a time slip in the project to place it in the serious risk of being aborted. 

The mechanics has been manufactured in Italy while the lenses has been polished in France and, once the 

components have been accepted, have been shipped to our clean room laboratory in Florence, wehre the final 
integration has been achieved. This has been a lengthy and accurate process in which the optical axes is being 

defined by the rotation axis of the derotation bearing. Such an axis is materialized by a laser beam 

conveniently aligned to the rotator bearing and, once the lenses are introduced in the barrel, both the projected 
and the back-reflected light has been carefully examined both in terms of displacement with respect to the axes 

denoted by the bearing, both in terms of interferences between different spurious reflections among the various 

involved optical surfaces. Although the procedure is intense and laborious the final alignment has been 
achieved well within the projected tight tolerances. It is worthwhile to mention that during the operations the 

laser beam defining the axis and the derotator bearing are uncoupled, so that, under some circumstances, there 

can be a drift between the two. The procedure we adopted has been to verify that at the beginning and at the 
end of each lenses alignment the two are co-aligned well within tolerances. When this was not true the whole 

procedure of alignment for that lens has been repeated. This occourred in about half of the cases. We carefully 

investigated such a relative drift (the optical bench is mechanically coupled to the structure but all is simply 
lowered on the floor of the laboratory so that differential flexures can be easily accounted for such an effect) 

with automatic measurements lasting several days in order to validate the above mentioned approach. 

 

  

Figure 4 Left: the rotation of the dummy in its cell. The lens has been shipped with the convex surface faced up 

while the mounting on the barrel is done in the opposite attitude. The flipping of the lens was considered one of the 

most risky procedures. Right: the actual operation with the real lens. 
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After extensive testing of the handling procedure for the big lens with the dummy one, we finally open the box 

of the real glass piece just to discover that the coating on the convex side of the lens went disrupted ruining the 

surface of the lens. We have got immediate and factual cooperation from the polishing company and in a few 
weeks they succeeded to remove the (dielectric) coating through a basic powder applied through a gel 

substance on the optical surface, after we managed to provide a sort of holder to allow such an operation in the 

clean room. With the coating removed only a small fraction of the throughput has been deteriorated and 
basically no significant effect in the ghosts could be detected (during the design phase an extremely accurate 

analysis of this effect was done to discard design with a flaw in this area). After this unexpected event the rest 

of the operations and the whole mounting of the red channel went smoothly with the usual realm of minor 
troubles. 

 

  

Figure 5 Left: several of the operations have been achieved with the telescope pointing to the Zenith and the swing 
arm in open position. This requires to lie at more than 10m of height onboard the so-called cherry-picker. Right: 

The blue channel from above with the spherical nitrogen tank and the CCDs related electronic. 

  
 

4. ON THE TELESCOPE 

The shipment of the Prime Focus has been a debated issue. We were faced between the option of sending the 

lenses dismounted and to re-integrate everything on site or to send the lenses mounted in the barrel and on site 
just checking the alignment. We chose the second one. After selecting an air shipment a dedicated box has 

been designed and manufactured on purpose. This includes a spring cushion mechanism and an acceleration 

recorder. The choice proven to be the right one. After a smooth travel (other than our own car running out of 
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fuel while escorting the truck on the road up to the mountain site) we checked the alignment of the whole 
optical train just to find that the biggest lens only requires a marginal adjustment, in case of the Blue channel, 

and no need for any adjustment, as still well within tolerances, has been recorded for the Red one. The 

alignment procedure resembled the one adopted in the clean room, just with much larger dimensions involved. 
In fact the Cassegrain bearing and the optical lenses has been co-aligned, and then the derotator of the Prime 

Focus itself and the main mirror has been aligned. The second required remotely controlled movement of the 

main mirror. In this occasion we detected a flaw in the manufacturing of one of the various flanges and we re-
machined overnight on the site in order to keep the alignment within the range of the movements of the 

primary mirror. 

 

Figure 6 Only trained and highly qualified figures were allowed on the alignment site, as the one in the 

upper right side of the picture. 

 

 

Figure 7 A dinner celebrating the alignment of the Prime Focus to the telescope structure. This is about 
77% of a somehow much more famous picture.  
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5.CONCLUSIONS 

The telescope undergoes its first light with a rough Active Optics correction and with some minor subsystems 

still not completely optimized. The first light image collected figures with an optical quality as small as about 
0.8arcsec in the U and B band, a not so un-relevant performance given the wavelength involved. The Blue 

channel is currently now undergoing an optimization process and a final run to achieve Active Optics to its full 

extent is scheduled to occur soon. The Red channel is ready to be mounted on the telescope and we expect that 
both the channels will be producing science in the coming year and in the following ones.  

 

 
 

Figure 8 Safety harness, as well as non-smocking and non-drinking policies, were successfully enforced 
at the telescope site for all the time. No exceptions. 
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